
Review and sanitize documents with confidence
Document Detective is an interactive, desktop application 
designed for reviewing and sanitizing electronic 
documents, effectively meeting the Government’s 
‘100% reliable human review’ criteria. This application is 
essential for Assured File Transfers’ (AFT), the process 
of transferring files across security boundaries in their 
native format, from higher to lower classified networks 
or domains. Additionally, Document Detective is also 
effective to identify and mitigate Insider Threat signatures 
in electronic documents.

Features
Using multiple tools including keyword search, object 
and image inspection, optical character recognition (OCR) 
and a proven sanitization 
process, Document 
Detective reveals sensitive 
information that may be 
missed without a deep 
and careful review. It 
also provides Flatten 
Document functionality 
to assist in the cleanup 
of Word, Excel, and 
PowerPoint files in order 
to address vulnerabilities 
in those file types specifically.

• Three-Step Sanitization Process – Consists 
of Evaluate, Edit, & Validate modes, ensuring 
comprehensive document review and sanitization.

• Keyword Search + Optical Character Recognition 
(OCR) – Leverages keyword search engine dtSearch 
to create customizable keyword lists including 
Regular Expressions for scanning documents and 
identifying sensitive information. Document Detective 
also includes software based on Google’s Tessaract3 
OCR technology to recognize characters or text within 
images.

• Document Flattening – Perform object tests 
on Microsoft Office file types (Word, Excel, and 
PowerPoint) to identify security risks or content that 
should be reviewed. Flattening takes objects of a 
less secure type and attempts to transform them into 
visually equivalent objects of a safer type.  

• Insider Threat Mitigation - Several features are 
included in Document Detective to help organizations 
identify Insider Threat signatures such as Keyword 
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List & Archive Package signing, and Windows Event 
Log Entries.

• User Roles – Define roles such as Data Transfer Agent 
(DTA), Peer Reviewer, Approver, and Administrator, 
each with distinct responsibilities.  The software 
was designed with these roles in mind and can be 
configured to limit certain functionality, such as transfer 
approval, to users with the Approver role assigned.

• Archive Package – Create a secure record of 
sanitization actions performed. 

• Batch Document Scanning - Allows simultaneous 
scanning of multiple files and folders. 

• Supported File Types – Document Detective supports 
a wide range of file types, including Microsoft Office 
files (Word, Excel, PowerPoint), image files, text files, 
sound files, and Adobe Acrobat files.

Instructor Led Training
Individuals or groups charged with protecting data are 
strongly encouraged to attend a formal 
Instructor-Led Training session to ensure that Data 
Transfer Agents (DTAs) are certified in the use of 
Document Detective. The certification provides 
fundamental understanding of the product capabilities, 
as well as how users and organizations can leverage the 
product to provide a record of action should the threat of 
a spill arise in the future.
For pricing and more information, please visit the 
Document Detective website at https://www.mantech.
com/document- detective.

About ManTech
For more than 52 years, ManTech has supported 
America’s mission-critical national and homeland 
security programs. We proudly serve the Department of 
Justice, including the FBI, the Department of Defense, 
the Intelligence Community, and many other Federal 
Civilian agencies that include the Departments of State, 
Homeland Security, Health and Human Services, and 
Veterans Affairs. We have more than 1,100 contracts 
across the Government supported by more than 9,600 
employees.

We tailor our IT modernization support to meet 
individual customer needs and provide business 
and intelligence analytics, cloud and data center 
infrastructure transformation, integrated cybersecurity 
services, enterprise and cloud systems integration, 
digital workplace transformation and enterprise mobility 
services, applications development and testing, and 
business process management and enterprise managed 
service delivery.
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